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Abstract 
Many research universities are turning to electronic-only collections for research materials such as journals, monographs, and 
reports.  However, significant opportunity costs exist when institutions elect to replace all paper materials with licensed 
electronic resources such as e-books and e-journals.  This article will address the advantages and disadvantages of moving library 
resources and services into a solely electronic format, as well as explore the literal and figurative costs of replacing information 
access points with annual license agreements and expensive database packages. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Opportunity cost theory is based on the concept that any decision has a resulting opposing decision which was 
not selected.  Hence, the profits of any course of action must outweigh the profits an institution could have achieved 
with the alternatives.  Stewart's (1991) Economic Value Added (EVA) model explains that residual income must 
earn more on the total already invested than the cost of the initial investment.  Therefore, a profit beyond the cost of 
the resource is the result in any good investment, and ideally it links the underlying concept of residual income to 
shareholder value (Biddle, Bowen, and Wallace, 1999). 
Academic institutions may be able to make use of these theories if including stakeholder value among the 
outcomes of any expenditures or programs. University libraries contribute toward a college’s bottom line by 
providing students opportunities to learn from authentic resources in every discipline, similar to those used by  
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professionals and scholars in their selected careers.  As libraries struggle with decisions to provide resources in 
online-only formats, or to phase out non-online information among their holdings, many serious questions arise 
about the opportunity costs of demands for an entirely digital educational experience. 
As some profit is forgone by selecting one alternative over another, similarly some educational benefit is 
foregone.  Cost, speed, ease of availability, and popular coverage of online journals, or among electronic books, are 
certainly undisputed benefits of wholly electronic scholarly resources.  Public libraries are able to offer their 
communities a range of materials previously out of their price range by utilizing online consortium agreements with 
other libraries.  So the benefits of modern electronic access to information are certainly not in dispute. 
Yet community engagement around content, the serendipity of finding resources and people who share your 
interests or provide leads to new resources and ideas may be in jeopardy if we are unable to recreate these venues 
online.  While libraries can certainly provide an organized and scholarly approach to the world’s information, some 
of that information is not, will not, or cannot ever be converted into an online format, simply due to its sheer 
volume.  The opportunity cost of losing valuable information from the past in favor of modern formats of the present 
is one which cannot be denied. 
The decision-making processes surrounding the present versus future value of electronic resources, and of 
libraries as a consequence, depend on the skills and knowledge of our educated citizenry, who must make decisions 
about information from the past and from a pre-networked world which possibly they have not ever lived in.  A 
variety of opportunity costs surrounding information in electronic format must be carefully pondered, and 
considerations in the opposite direction -- regarding preservation of born-digital information -- also fall squarely 
within this argument. 
Points of consideration for the immediate future include balancing current desires with future needs.  These 
include the opportunity cost of time, in other words, the value of the most attractive alternative now is the “cost” you 
must pay in the future for choosing it.  The conundrum here is that any institution or governing body must 
subsequently release any other available opportunities, as well as choose only one true direction while abandoning 
the others.  This dilemma will be especially difficult for generations who have had many decisions pre-made for 
them via online tools. 
The counterfactual conditionals here are numerous and not entirely pure; while they are feasible to consider in the 
literal sense, these decisions will most likely be made within the context of larger infrastructures.  For example, it is 
the university which makes fiscal and institutional policies, along with procedural decisions, for others -- students 
and faculty -- and  then in turn, it is the librarians, faculty, and IT personnel who are making decisions on resources 
within these  constraints.  
Conditional reasoning also necessitates an existing standard by which to compare; here, the past versus future 
argument also fails. The question of whether or not to create an entirely online library is not the essential question 
which should be asked; of course we are moving toward more networked publics and an increasingly online 
lifestyle.  The main essence of this debate remains in the extent to which electronic formats are valued over other 
formats of knowledge communication and knowledge storage, which can and must be inherently interpersonal, even 
at the highest scholarly levels. 
This article will attempt to apply opportunity cost theory to the world of libraries, and to relay some of the 
arguments surrounding print versus electronic holdings. Libraries have, at times, followed a similar growth and 
development path to bookstores.  However, university, school, and public libraries have encountered a distinctly 
unique arc of economics since their missions are not solely about financial profit.  Educational, personnel, and 
learning costs are perhaps greater than economic costs when viewing the dilemma of all-electronic or only-
electronic academic information in today’s colleges and their communities. 
 
2. Minimal Opportunity Costs are Possible, but Not Ideal 
 
Some of the opportunity costs of digital libraries may indeed be minimal, but possibly only minimal in the short 
run. These options make it easy to go digital for as many services as possible, yet we take IT infrastructure and the 
current socioeconomic levels for granted in doing do.  For example, opportunity cost of flexibility may be zero or 
minimal, since most would agree that access to information is greatly improved with online databases and e-books.  
That is, if you are affiliated with an institution that purchases or licenses these resources in order to provide them for 
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free to you.   
Consider, alternatively, those without university IDs or public logins provided by their tax dollars.  Also consider 
those who lack the basic knowledge, funds, or infrastructure to enter this online-only world. The alternative to print 
libraries presents an easy risk to take at first, yet we pay the costs of a widening digital divide later and over time.  
Today’s hundred-dollar-a-month web-enabled cell phone Internet services, or today’s ten-thousand-dollars-a-year 
college tuitions, are prime examples of the significant personal and societal costs of being digitally connected to 
information. 
American libraries strive to be a great equalizer in providing information at little to no cost to citizens, 
specifically in representing all points of view and collecting information on all types of topics. In years past, the 
opportunity cost of information quality had arisen, since anyone could post information online without any check on 
its accuracy.  Librarians remained experts on identifying appropriate sources for queries of many kinds and cross-
checking facts in order to uncover complex untruths and their sources.  Costs on this issue include possible loss of 
this expert advice, which has been outsourced to search engines and possibly ignored entirely by Internet users who 
wish to believe everything they find online simply because it is more convenient to do so. 
Specifically in the area of open-access journals, academics initially had some concerns about the quality of 
information found there, since it appeared that the systematic peer review process and scholarly communications 
processes had been abandoned.  Perhaps this was not a deal-breaker in some cases, since reputable publishing 
outlets took their processes online; yet many new random online journals of dubious quality intermingled with gold 
standards in the online world, now creating lost chances of new academics to learn about the gold standards on their 
own, having never seen a print journal or met its editors in person at academic gatherings. 
 
3. Viewpoints on Costs Differ by Generation 
 
Another argument relates to waiting until formats have matured, or deferring the purchase of print resources until 
their electronic counterparts become available.  Clearly this opportunity cost is minimal for most items, since books 
and articles from major publishers, and those that are the most popular, already are released in electronic formats.  
Nevertheless, we limit ourselves to only those mainstream voices if we blindly prefer electronic materials that are 
easy to purchase and integrate to those which are of good scholarly quality but still in print. 
Differential costs of housing print volumes have diminished as libraries use storage units and paging systems 
rather than showcasing print in on-campus buildings to customers who may view them as antiquated, or react to 
their presence negatively. By moving at least part of a library collection out of view, considerable cost savings can 
be realized by using library “showroom floor” space for other things, such as new computers or studying students.  
Yet these customers, taking tours of the school in advance of applying perhaps, may one day be university 
students who willingly pay good money for their non-book experiences.  Similarly, less knowledgeable stakeholders 
from the digital-only age, may display an unwarranted negative reaction to rows of print materials in a college 
library. Format discrimination is indeed a topic which presents itself as a teachable moment. 
These customer reactions may be simultaneously labelled as both short-sighted (think of the library at 
Alexandria!) or forward-thinking (in an age of free and persistent Internet and information everywhere, anytime).  
Hence, an opportunity is lost for the university, by the very presence of a well-stocked, vibrant print collection, to 
teach a variety of values surrounding tradition, information, history, and scholarship over time. 
Libraries and their users must also consider the opportunity cost of abandoning print resources either partially or 
entirely.  Buildings which used to house books, journals, and videos no longer become gathering places which 
promote discussion around the selection of materials.  The former co-location of resources and experts who organize 
and vet those resources limits discovery and serendipity of finding useful information for both academic and leisure 
pursuits.   
While many believe that physical libraries would no longer be needed once physical formats are gone, they do 
not take into account the opportunities lost while resources are cut significantly instead of diverted into online 
resource management and maintenance.  Educated citizens must demand that advertising and algorithms not 
supplant knowledgeable sources for leads to the most authoritative, accurate, and authentic information online. 
 
4. Significant Opportunity Costs Provide Tough Choices 
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Several types of opportunity costs provide increasingly difficult options when choosing to favor electronic 
resources over other kinds of resources like primary print sources in many formats as well as paintings, audio 
recordings, newspapers, foreign journals, archive materials, realia, and the like. While no educated person would 
ever admit that a print Gutenberg Bible was not as valuable as its online digital representations, it is understandable 
and practical that the latter would be the way that most users come into contact with these materials. 
Nevertheless, many older journals contain classic, foundational discoveries, or point to unique viewpoints on 
knowledge in many fields, and much of this information will never be digitized due to the high price tag of doing so, 
due to copyright limitations of changing formats, or due to publisher embargoes, company mergers, or changes in 
ownership over time.  Clearly, this also means that any information which is old is not necessarily inaccurate or out-
of-date just because it first appeared -- or currently appears -- in print or original format only. 
This presents opportunity costs related to marketing and educating users about both the new and old formats. The 
opportunity costs of marketing electronic resources for greater use and discovery include immense amounts of IT 
staff design time, and both in-person and online  instructional time, for everything from fliers announcing new 
resources, to the further development of staff members’ technical skills, to the monitoring of social network links. 
In a recent study of libraries’ attempts at marketing electronic resources to users (Kennedy, 2011), more than half 
of the libraries did not document a clear assessment plan as part of their cycles of marketing, and most did not 
include a budget for doing so (p. 153).  Research shows that users are neither finding a large number of the 
electronic resources available to them on their own, and libraries are having a hard time planning and funding new 
ways to remind users of the wealth of information available to them via their university or public library affiliations. 
Learning how to use more complex online resources presents another opportunity cost many are willing to 
accept, yet which few find time or energy on their own to learn.  Subsequent consequences include sufficing with 
simpler research questions, use of fewer foundational sources, and less complex products.  Since existing skills in 
using print resources do not necessarily translate into advanced database searching or bibliography chaining skills 
online, we must consider the costs of this new learning and make clear its benefits. 
Opportunity costs of switching from one format to the other includes the significant financial cost of procuring 
new materials, new workers who can manage the technologies which serve online database resources over the Web, 
as well as teachers, trainers, IT administrators, and the like, as well as their learning costs to remain up-to-date in 
these roles. Wright and Snell (2009) suggest that leaders must provide opportunities for simultaneous experience 
and classroom learning in order for these types of initiatives to take hold (p. 328-329).  Similarly, instructors need to 
education students about the values of these resources and skills in using them in order to address gaps in their 
understanding. 
Print versions of library books thus do not become truly sunk costs, since they are still owned by the university 
once procured and processed; additional responsibilities and funding are needed to maintain time-limited access 
licenses for online resources, and for advocacy efforts to insure that information available on the Internet for free 
remains so.  It is the next generation of leaders who must understand the consequences of eliminating “owned” 
content, as well as make good decisions simultaneously for themselves and for future generations. 
These and many other types of new duties present a huge opportunity cost of effort that might be put elsewhere, 
such as in the support of scholarly pursuits rather than technological infrastructure.  Institutions must spend an 
exponentially growing amount of effort on the backend information structures and technologies which appear as 
“magical” and invisible features in good digital products.  Users rarely realize that these online products, engines, 
and services actually require significant expertise, and many cannot even perform these tasks themselves.  The 
opportunity cost of control, as seen in these examples, may be at the expense of more academic and scholarly use of 
our information professionals in favor of their technical skills. 
 
5. Decisions about Future Opportunity Costs Cannot be Avoided 
 
Academics and informed citizens have to wonder if the questions we asking when seeking knowledge, 
understanding the nature and process of scholarship, or questioning the formats of resource containers, have not 
been adjusted themselves, or even “dumbed down.”  Carr (2011) suggests the possibility that we are satisfied with 
Google results merely because we are asking simpler questions and find that the new searching methods make us 
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feel smart.   
Yet he encourages us to specifically ponder, “How is the way we read changing? How is the way we write 
changing? How is the way we think changing? Those are the questions we should be asking, both of ourselves and 
of our children”. To not ask these types of questions would become the greatest opportunity cost of our generation.  
Librarians and information professionals, and the academics and publics they serve, could be our greatest advocates 
in beginning the discussion not about ourselves and the time savings we increasingly expect of all modern services, 
but about the bigger picture of world knowledge availability and access that will affect the course of our world’s 
information holdings in this digital age. 
Magni (2009) maintains that non academics tend to upend the entire scenarios of these arguments, rather than 
consider just one counter-angle at a time (Magni, 2009).  Are libraries truly up against performance of a strict 
alternative of aspirant peer universities other than itself, or perhaps a business unit other than itself?  And is it wrong 
to compare libraries of the past to those of the Web-driven future?  So rather than avoiding the discussion with 
philosophic debates, academics must take a stand and insist that a strong university library -- in many formats -- is 
the foundation of a well-rounded college education, despite our differences in ways in which we might realize this 
goal. 
Consider the extreme alternative -- asking students what their library needs are, and then deciding on courses of 
action for the institution accordingly.  Many will indeed agree that the educational outcomes of a strong research 
library may not be seen immediately in undergrads or even understood by them.  Those with the least experience 
with a resource should not dictate its parameters of use for others, just as   "If the notion of opportunity cost is 
subjective, if multiple interpretations are possible, and if either model may be more suitable depending on the 
situation and on several qualitative and quantitative considerations, then a conventionalist view might be inferred” 
(Magni, 2009, p. 135). 
Finally, as retail bookstores “are valued showcases for physical books and hubs for large communities of writers 
and readers,” yet are dwindling in popularity, we must consider if this is a societal value or tradition we want to 
preserve.  Libraries propose to be an improved version of this reality, including master searchers and information 
literacy teachers among their offerings.  The opportunity costs of providing both a physical and a digital library as a 
central place for readers and writers and researchers and scholars to interact is, as they say, truly priceless. 
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